MAKE   THEE   MIGHTIER   YET      .
The proposal would be officially disavowed, your statesmen
would gravely but fearlessly avow that they were almost begin-
ning to commence to fear whether there might not be a spirit
abroad in Germany which was not conducive etc. etc. etc., and
England, though at the table of international and amicable discus-
sion she might be prepared to consider the transfer of mandates
over certain territories to Germany, would never submit to the
threat of force etc. etc. etc., and we don't want to fight but by
jingo if we do etc. etc. etc., and we should be prepared to pay even
a third visit to Helsingfors if we thought it would do any good
etc. etc. etc.
Then one day the bells of Helsingfors would peal out the glad
news of peace with honour and you would wake up to find that
you had transferred your Colonies to Germany, rather more
colonies than you had ever expected and under rather worse
conditions, but in return you had a brand new pact of Mutual
Admiration, and Germany would consider, under certain condi-
tions and at an unspecified later date, a return to the League of
Notions, and universal limitation of armadillos was to be
introduced — (News item from-Berlin, From our own Corre-
spondent, it is reported from Essen that 1,000,000 armadillos
escaped last night andjhave not yet been traced) — and the natives
were to have the right of option, and you would frolic and rollick
in Whitehall, or perhaps you wouldn't next time, I'm
not sure.
The trouble is that you — no, not you, your politicians — have
allowed Germany to get too strong for you, and your only hope of
curing that mortal ill now, if they have at last learned, is that
Germany will get into a tangle with Russia and her Eastern
policy in general which will give you time to close the gap a little.
That reminds me of something I have been meaning to say,
and continually forgotten, since the beginning of this book.
That phrase about cwar is inevitable3.. Your politicians, who
have brought you to this pass, are always getting up in the House
of Commons and saying, CI strongly deprecate the view, so often
expressed to-day by the professional pessimists, that war is
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